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Dara Nafiu
World News Editor
On March 21st, President Donald
Trump signed an executive order
designed to protect free speech on
college campuses. The evergracious Commander in Chief
made this declaration in the selfless protection of the most persecuted population in the U.S. and
perhaps the whole world, the Conservative White Man™. Trump
plans to enforce this directive by
linking federal funding to how
much white nationalist propaganda the university’s student body
can
stomach.
Always
#MissionDriven,
the
RoseHulman administration has decided to comply with the order so
they can continue to provide students with their remarkably low
tuition. That is why Young Americans for Liberty has been permitted to invite alt-right influencer
Nick Fuentes for a speaking engagement on the 31st.
Last year, former Rose-Hulman
president Jim Conwell cancelled
the controversial activist’s oncampus event on the grounds of

insufficient club funding. Though
this explanation was published in
the official statement, some students suspected that there may
have been other reasons—perhaps
that Fuentes represents an alarmingly bold hate group at odds with
the majority of the Rose-Hulman
student body. No, it was probably
just the club funding, I think.




points
KKK rallying cry = 3 points
Using a Fox News soundbite =
4 points

Accruing more than 5 points will
result in a Stern Talking-To after
the event. If you are wondering
why you haven’t heard more about
this, President Coons released the

Following the abrupt cancellation,
Nick Fuentes took to his podcast
to address some of his remarks on
the inferiority of certain people
groups: “Maybe I said those
things. Maybe. But we’re all a
teensie bit racist, right? Right,
guys? Right?” Aware of the sizeable majority of the student body
that adheres to the far-left, socialist theory that “racism is bad,” the
Rose administration has hired
security for the event. Our very
own Public Safety will be on
standby to ensure that Fuentes
stays within the allotted amount
of bigotry during his speech, as
determined by the following point
-based system:




Tiki-torch lighting = 1.5 points
N-word (or variant) = 2 points
“White power” gesture = 2.5

Nick Fuentes looking absolutely Stoked to come to Rose

Source: Boston Magazine

Page 3: Why you shouldn’t use vaccines
Page 4: Avengers: End Game Leaks
Page 5: Prison Toilet Wine
Page 6: Ben Shapiro vs. Shaggy
Page 7: April Anxiety

Tha Deus “Ex Machina” Huges
Fully manual subsistenece
level abstinent middle-earth
feudalist
In preparation for the 2020
BURPA standards, Hose-Rulman
is rolling out new policies to banner web, prohibiting you from
looking up your own schedule.
While this will keep the institute
from the disaster where they were
leaking sensitive information like
where your group partners might
be able to find you when you don’t
show up for lab for the third time
this week (looking at you, Gerald),
it may come at the cost of you not
knowing where the heck to show
up for class.
“Security is our top concern here
at Hose. Hyphen. Rulman.” said
one EIT representative. “Students
don’t think about what terrible
things could happen if they leave
their laptop out. A random
stranger might log in and access
sensitive data, like when they’re in
the most misery from after a AppCon exam. We’re just being cautious.”
Still, this is a major inconven-

ience. “Registration was like, 6
weeks ago. I do not for the life of
me remember whether I was in
section 1 or 2 of my AIDES
course, let alone if I was taking
micro- or macro- economics.”
Some students attempted to hack
together a way to view their own

Staff Writer

Students left for Akron on Friday,
and wasted no time in smashing
records as they completed the
drive in an unprecedented 18
hours, 14 minutes, and 23 seconds.

“I didn’t know we had a rowing
team but I guess.”

Meet Tuesdays
O259 5:00pm

schedules by scraping data from
the book of faces and my.hoserulman.gov, but this was met with
scorn from EIT. The first day of
classes, students roamed rooms,
walking into each and asking if
their class was there.
Many students are embracing the

confusion, though. One freshman
remarked, “I thought my class
was in Olin 221, so I went there. It
was a senior level civil course; and
it just made sense to me. I’m
switching my major to something
much easier now after this enlightening experience.”

Photo taken straight from BannerWeb

“Sko-ducks!”

“Wait isn’t Akron landlocked?”

The Rose Thorn

Banner Web denying all access to looking up your schedule. Why? Who knows, but good luck finding
your next class.

Eve Maquelin

Hose-Rulman Rowing shocked
the community earlier this winter
by qualifying for the NCAA Rowing Championship in Akron, Ohio.
Students submitted notes of encouragement to the Thron saying,

following statement on My RoseHulman only: “In an effort to expand campus inclusivity, we have
decided to be inclusive of a viewpoint that directly opposes inclusivity. Welcome back, Fuentes,
second time’s the charm!”

“We took a risk stopping for gas in
Columbus, but I could feel the
tank emptying and made the call.
Better to finish strong than not at
all, you know,” commented team
captain Renrik Hummel.

On arrival, the team demolished
another NCAA record for heaviest
watercraft.
“This was an accident actually,“
said coxswain Whary Mipple, “our
boat broke as we were loading it in
the bus so we called an audible
and grabbed Concrete Canoe’s
boat. It holds water and has a
pretty sick paint job so we were
pretty confident in it.”
Unfortunately the craft was unable to carry all 9 athletes during

the Men’s Eight and capsized 22
meters into the race, setting yet
another record for fastest DNF in
NCAA history.
“Yeah that was a real low point,”
commented Coach Boe Jurk.
Hose-Rulman rowing looks forward to making another strong
showing next season. Their plans
include buying a new boat, ditching their plywood panels for actual
oars, and qualifying for the 2020
World Rowing Championships.
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The Duller Report

Conwell Implicated in the Mueller Report
Beach Boy
Buzzfeed Political Correspondent
Special
Counsel
Robert
Mueller has finally finished his
report on Russia’s involvement
in the 2016 election. Former
Hose-Rulman
Thinstitute
of
Hecknawlogy
President
Dr.
James C. “Safety Jim” Conwell
is under current suspicion of
collusion with multiple stop
sign and speed bump manufacturers. An FBI agent had originally noticed a surplus of safety
items around the campus when
taking his son to Operation
Catapult and pursued further
investigation. With a team set
up in one of the Bon Appetit
white vans, the FBI designated
the process to Hose’s Math Department with Dr. Joe Eichholz
as the project leader. The Math
professors, known for their unreasonably meticulous problem

-solving abilities, were perfect
for the case. Under the guise of
the HSS class “Investigating
Criminal Undertakings of Presidents” (or ICUP for short), students were given the task of
finding
Conwell’s
suppliers.
Says Eichholz, “The ICUP team
was very helpful in the situation. They provided the FBI and
Mr. Mueller with much useful
information. Sadly, many students will now be in witness
protection, but it is cheaper
than living on campus.”
Much of the report has
been either redacted or written
in lemon juice invisible ink, but
we were able to get a copy
through Textsheet.com (which
was consequently shut down).
Article 69, Section 4.20 of the
Mueller Report officially states:

“Conwell has been known to
have contacted multiple companies through the Handshake career system. Furthermore, in
exchange for providing safety
equipment to the campus, Conwell agreed to allow advertising
and additional priorities on the
My Hose-Rulman App.” Commented Dr. Wayne Tarrant,
“That’s probably why it took so
long to find.”
Conwell, who originally
left his presidency to become
Head of The Department of
Transportation, has since denied any allegations. In a recent Joe Rogan, marijuana inspired,
tell-all
interview,
Conwell spoke on the subject.
“I was going to move to D.C.,
but now with the investigation
I’m stuck in Terre Haute,” said

Conwell. “With my new job, I
could have put stop signs everywhere, including highways!
That would have been epic.”
Other plans of Conwell included turning Speed Hall into
Speed Bump. “Just a giant concrete hill in the middle of campus with a Raiders of the Lost
Ark tunnel replica inside. Giant
boulders, no air conditioning,
that’s the sh*t I like.”
For their cooperation,
the Math Department will no
longer be under investigation
themselves. As for Safety Jim,
the FBI has put him into the
hands of higher authority: Pub
Safe. All we can do now is anxiously wait for a My Hose Rulman link about what happens next.

Manifest Dest-isney
Disney Buys California and Florida

A. J. Simpson
Certified Non-Serial Killer
This morning the deal between Disney and the United
States Federal Government for
the acquisition of the California and Florida property was
signed, marking the historic
deal between the entertainment
and media juggernaut and the
proverbial defender of the free
world. Discussion surrounding
the deal had been occurring for
months, as Disney had shown
interest in purchasing the two
states ever since the highly debated purchase of New York by
Amazon last year. The $15 trillion agreement will be the largest acquisition of all time and
is likely to shake up the global
economy, as other company
prepare to now deal with an
even more powerful media giant.
When questioned
about the reasoning behind the
deal, the United States press
secretary had this to say: “The
selling of the State of Florida
and California became an easy
decision after worries surrounding the federal debt had
worsened over the last 3 years.
I know that many Floridian and
Californian residents will be
happy to live under their new
overlords.” When the new press
secretary of the newly named “
Disney Territories ” was asked
about the deal they said “We
are quite happy with the decision of the United States Federal government. While there are
a few issues to iron out, like
whether residents of the Disney

“Floridians and Californian residents alike will be happy to live
under their new overlords.”
Photo Courtesy of Pinterest

Territories are still defined as
“People”, we think the deal will
greatly help both sides. We are
honored and grateful to be entrusted with the new Disney
Territories and we are excited
for the extraordinary opportunity to significantly increase
our portfolio with new franchises and branded content. We
can’t talk about much but we
can state this means Florida
Man
will
be
joining
the
avengers next year”. When Daniella Faris, a Chicago mother of
three was asked about the deal
she said “ I for one can’t wait
to see what Disney is going to
do with the Florida Keys, I’m
hoping for a cool alligator
themed ride. My kids love alligators.”
While most reaction to the acquisition has been
possible, there has been some
discussion of issues surrounding monopolies, and if its even
legal for a company to purchase
a state from the federal government. However, it seems doubtful any movement to stop the
acquisition will occur within
the courts since no move occurred with the New York acquisition by Amazon, and currently 4 out of the 7 supreme
court judges sit on the Disney
board of trustees. I know I’m
excited to hear about more of
the great media that Disney
will come out with in the future, and whether more companies will be purchasing other
regions. There’s been some talk
of Facebook possible purchasing Denmark, which would be a
major addition to their media
stronghold.

BIC + KIC = THICC
An Expansion Worth Your Tuition

Tha Deus “Ex Machina” Hughes
Middle-Earth Feudalist
In a recent turn of events,
the KIC and BIC, once named
the “Bridge” and “SIC”, respectively, have been renamed and
restructured to the “THICC”, or
“Terre Haute Innovation Center
Consortium”.
This is a joint effort between
the mechanical engineering de-

partment, Terre Haute chamber
of commerce, and Department
of Innovation. The building will
be more open to projects from
the Terre Haute community writ
large, much more like a communal makerspace.
“We are excited to see these
two halves come together in a

welcoming embrace towards the
community,” said the as-yetmysterious Dean of Academic
Affairs.
But this isn’t in-name-only:
new renovations are planned,
such as eliminating the last
pesky garage door, increasing
the noise level of the air condi-

tioning, and adding more card lock doors.
“I’m really excited to see
what the community can bring
us. I hope there’s more dead
fish from aquaponics projects;
the smell really wakes me up
during my 8am fluids lab, ” remarked one student.

Entertainment 4
J.K. Howling
Neopagan Priestess
TERRE
HAUTE,
IN—
Astonishing Disney executives everywhere, the alleged script to the highly
anticipated Marvel film, Avengers: Endgame, was leaked onto the MyRoseHulman website last Friday on March
22, revealing one of the most closely
held secrets in Hollywood.
The leaker was none other than
former Rose-Hulman President, James
“Safety Jim” “Jimjam” “Jimbo” “Rob
Coons 1.0” Conwell, who publicly
claimed responsibility for the leak the
following day on Twitter.
@RHITPrezSafetyJimbo “It’s
all true. Despite pressure against it
from Disney and the Board of Trustees,
I knew this had to be released to the
public. Please visit the following link at
MyRose-Hulman for more information”. March 2019, 12:00 p.m.
Tweet.
While it appears that Conwell
didn’t seem capable of actually embedding the link itself, inspection of the
MyRose-Hulman website revealed that
the script files were hidden in the now
defunct Bulletin Board section of the
website.
When asked why he did it, Conwell told us,
“I considered secretly adding
the script to the announcement post
about the Union officially being renamed to “The Muzz” but I figured nobody would bother reading that.
In the end, it was a real tough
decision to make, my job or my integrity, but I was so moved by the beautiful

Greta Rating, Sr.
IKEA Dweller
The online streaming site Netflix is
looking to develop a television show
that will hit home for a lot of RoseHulman students. It is called Math
Dept. and will feature Rose-Hulman
professors as main characters.
The show, developed by Katy
Berg-Kaufman and David Hawthorne,
will premiere on Netflix in time for the
fall quarter of the 2019-20 academic
year.
“Katy and David reached out to
me in winter quarter, asking if they
could write a pilot based on our math
professors,” explained President Robert Coons. “And—being the coolest
Rose-Hulman President—I naturally
obliged. This would lead to a lot of positive exposure for Rose, and it was our
understanding that this is the kind of
investment we won’t find anywhere
else.”
The show was conceived with
the help of a Rose mathematics graduate, Ramin Lauer, who met BergKaufman and Hawthorne at the California Institute of the Arts. “After
spending four years at Rose, you learn
a lot of the quirks and insider stories of
your department and it makes for good
television,” Lauer said.
“We loved the idea of a cartoon
series about a math department at a
small, private college,” Berg-Kaufman
added. “Parks and Recreation showed
producers that people love small-town
Indiana, and this cartoon boom has
brought us some pretty sophisticated,
nuanced shows like BoJack Horseman
and F is for Family.”
Berg-Kaufman and Hawthorne
developed a number of cohesive designs for the characters within minutes
of being in the Math Department. They
said it was especially easy to design the
characters—and not just because they
had real people to base them on.
Hawthorne joked that the professors were well on their way to being
cartoon characters already.
“Oh, yeah,” Berg-Kaufman
laughed. “[At Rose], we encountered
professors who had such distinct looks
that made it so easy to transcribe the
whole environment to the cartoon.”
The concept art and storyboards reflected the high-concept nature of the
department.
“What was difficult was finding

nature of Thanos and Ant-man’s bond
that I knew it had to be shared immediately”
The leaked document did contain the entire script of Avengers: Endgame, revealing that heroes who had
died from the Snap in Avengers: Infinity Wars would in fact stay dead in order for Marvel to form the new Marvel-

2017’s Justice League in order to answer the call for help from the first
Marvel-DC superhero, Florida-man.
But more importantly than the
future plans Marvel had for their cinematic universe was the budding relationship between Ant-man and Thanos.
In what can only be described
as the romance of the century, End-

sion as a ranch hand on Thanos’ farm.
Directors of Avengers: Endgame, the Russo brothers, took to Twitter in response to the script leak.
@Russo_Brothers “It’s a real
shame this got out this way. What Scott
and Thanos have in the film is beautiful
and deserves better. The shoot for 20
minutes of footage between Paul and
Josh’s scenes took 3 days because after each take, I would weep at the genuine
connection
these
two
shared”
March 2019, 6:00 p.m.
Tweet.
Actor Paul Rudd also voiced his
opinions online in a series of tweets.

@djpaulrudd “It’s been so hard
for me to keep quiet about the film for
so long. I really do think this is the
peak of my career. [1/3]”
“I was very confused initially
about fan theory that Ant-man would
defeat Thanos by crawling up his butt
and growing in size, when the third
after-credit scene of Ant-man & the
Wasp clearly showed that they were
close friends in college too scared to
take a leap of faith with each other due
to Thanos’ commitment to his dreams
[2/3]”
“Ending it with Ant-man barbarically murdering Thanos would
James “Safety Jim” “Jimjam” “Jimbo” “Rob Coons 1.0” Conwell leaks
betray everything that the MCU has
Avengers: Endgame script, unveiling a long-kept Hollywood secret.
built over the past decade. It doesn’t
even make sense, Thanos can beat the
Image Courtesy of Twitter.com
Hulk in a fist fight so obviously his
sphincter could crush Ant-man at anyDC Cinematic Extended Universe, game takes a surprising new direction time! It’d just be a goopy, red, antwhere the deceased populations are as the film focuses on Paul Rudd’s char- flavored mess [3/3]“ March 2019 7:39
revealed to have simply been transport- acter, Scott Lang, searching for balance p.m. Tweet.
ed to what used to be known as the DC in his new life as he copes with the loss
Extended Universe after the events of of his daughter by taking a new profes-

the right voices,” said Lauer, who was
brought on as a mathematics consultant. “We had to find people who captured the essence of these professors
and the humor of the show, which
meant striking a difficult balance.
Thankfully, a lot of comedians are in
tune with that sharp wit.”
The search was not in vain,
however, as the show reached the destination of a star-studded cast of award
-winning actors and comedians soon
after the conception of the show.
Stand-up comedians Bill Burr
and Patton Oswalt voice Dr. Bill Butske
and Dr. David Finn, respectively; How
to Train Your Dragon star Jay Baruchel voices Dr. Joe Eichholz; Patrick
Warburton lends his voice to Dr. Tom
Langley.
The show also features Steve
Carell as Dr. Kurt Bryan, Billy Crystal
as Dr. Jeffrey Leader, Tina Fey as Dr.
Sylvia Carlisle, Jodie Foster as Dr.
Leann Holder, Jon Heder as Dr. Dave
Goulet, Chris Parnell as Dr. Allen
Holder, and Aubrey Plaza as Dr. Megan Heyman.
“We couldn’t be happier with
this cast,” said Berg-Kaufman. “It
changed everything; it changed how we
saw the show and how other people
saw the show.” She went on to say that
with such a heavy-hitting cast, the
show was “instantly legitimized.”
Hawthorne went on to describe the show as storyboard-driven,
which allows the actors to riff and add
in new jokes before going into the recording studio.
“Katy and I knew that if we
dared to try and limit these guys, we
would actually be limiting ourselves.”
The department was in flux
when Berg-Kaufman and Hawthorne
developed the show, but the duo plans
on introducing more professors in later
seasons, should Netflix renew the
show.
For the professors BergKaufman and Hawthorne were able to
feature, they said there were a number
of stories built in, which the pair said
made for great episodes throughout
the season. Hawthorne said his favorite was the two-part episode “High
School Math Competition,” which
spotlights Dr. Holder and Dr. John
Rickert (Patrick Breen) in a madcap
series of hijinks. “We made it a little
zanier than real life, of course,” BergKaufman said, “but that’s to be expected.”
“But there are so many little

stories and running jokes that are going on, and every math professor has
their own arc that we can follow and
develop,” Hawthorne said. “They range
everywhere from Dr. [Allen] Holder’s

Bateman) interacting with these math
girls who sit on the floor in the hallway
of Crapo—they’re in this ‘gang’ with
hats and everything,” Hawthorne said.
“Yeah, the ‘Math Department

Hawthorne’s storyboard work for Dr. Heyman. Text reads “We let our daughter
name the cat which was a mistake...do you realize how embarrassing it is to tell
the vet your cat is named ‘Princess’?”
Courtesy of David Hawthorne

A storyboard image featuring Dr. Butske (left). Courtesy of David Hawthorne
Created by Katy Berg-Kaufman and David Hawthorne, Math Dept. is an animated comedy series about Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology’s own math department (right) Courtesy of Netflix
beard growing to just unbelievable proportions—like Cousin Itt from The Addams Family—or we have another one
where Dr. Leader leads a double-life as
a vigilante.”
Berg-Kaufman laughed, “Yeah!
Apparently he was, like, really good at
close-quartered [sic] combat. Ramin
was telling us about how Dr. Leader is
really good with these short stick
things. So we had to immediately put
that in the show.”
“There is just a wealth of arcs—
like Dr. Finn and Dr. Rader (Jason

Feel free to send any question or comments about the content of this page to gibsonja@rose-hulman.edu

Local Girl Gang,’” Berg-Kaufman added. “I love that. Maybe the easiest
merch opportunity in my entire experience as a showrunner.”
“I think there is just something
so charming about that—the way this
department and its students interact,”
Hawthorne said. “And it will be something both Rose-Hulman students and
viewers can enjoy.”
Previews of the show are available on YouTube, as well as more behind-the-scenes features. Math Dept.
premieres June 1 on Netflix.

Lifestyle
Ingredients:
-Oranges 6-10 medium
sized stolen from the
Bon
-Giant can of fruit cocktail
-Ziploc bag (gallon sized)
-Sugar Cubes 60
-4 packets of ketchup
-2 pieces of bread

5

Process:
1. peel the oranges and
place them in the Ziploc with the can of
fruit cocktail
2. mash that shit up
3. add the sugar and
ketchup
4. Add in the bread
5. blend it all together in
the bag
6. put it in the toilet
7. piss around it making
sure to open the bag
to vent each time that
way it don't explode.
8. Repeat step 7 daily for
a week
9. Filter out mash and
shit
10.Drink

Photo From thrillist.com

J.G. Wentworth
877CASHNOW
A few years ago, I received
an envelope from Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology. I opened
it to find a letter beginning with
the word “Congratulations.” It was
an acceptance letter, but it wasn’t
the only thing I found in that envelope. Included with the letter
was a glossy slip of cardboard that
unfolded into several panels, the
bottom one being a pair of thickrimmed glasses ready to be separated from the other panels by a
pair of scissors. The top flap included an image of the RoseHulman logo emerging from a pile
of legos set next to bold, black text
that read: “YOU’RE DIFFERENT.
SO ARE WE.”
It’s no secret that the average Rose-Hulman student is
“different.” In a recent poll on
my.rose-hulman that read “What
is your favorite thing to do with
friends in your free time?” from
the three options—A: Watch a
movie, B: Go out to eat, or C: Play
a round of D&D—80 % of Rose
students chose either “I don’t have
any friends,” or “What is ‘free
time?’.”
Many of us have probably
spent much of our academic lives
having this idea of “being different” reinforced. We were different
in high school, receiving the best
grades in the class in subjects that
others deemed difficult and uninteresting. We applied to a school
with one of the worst female-tomale ratios, and when we were
accepted into this school, the ac-

Coming soon: Tinder for Rose students
Image Courtesy of tinder.com
ceptance letter encouraged us to
don the stereotypical eyewear of
nerds everywhere.
The problem with being
different is that it can distance you
from the rest of the crowd. Whether a lack of social skills is the
cause or effect of this distance, I
cannot say with certainty. What is
certain, however, is that the average Rose student has trouble being social. Yet college is one of the
best places to be social. It is a
place to explore yourself and how
you connect with other people out

from under the protective wings of
your parents. So, to help our average student get their feet wet in
this vast ocean of social experiences, a group of CSSE students are
planning to launch a dating app
called Schedule Hookup.
“After spending a couple
years at Rose, I saw that there was
really a need for this kind of
thing,” said the lead-developer of
the team who, declining to use his
real name for the interview, calls
himself the Love Guru. Unlike
other dating apps, Schedule

Hookup is only for Rose students.
When asked if he thinks that limiting the users of the app to Rose
students only will even further
isolate Rose students from the
outside world, the Love Guru insisted that, “our aim is simply to
get Rose students started. Think
of it as an introduction to dating.
After a few hookups, Rose students are bound to feel more confident, having gained the necessary social skills to move on to dating apps with a wider range of
people.” In fact, they’re working
on a partnership with Tinder so
that, after using the app for a couple months, students can have
their profiles easily transferred to
the tinder dating pool.
Despite its name, Schedule
Hookup does not require you to
have flings with every match you
have. The application accommodates all sorts of dating preferences. The Love Guru and his
team are also corroborating with
student groups such as Unity to
provide options for members of all
sexual orientations.
Although the app is not yet
available for the Rose community,
Schedule Hookup is set to Launch
by the end of spring quarter, and
who better to be in charge of this
effort than the CSSE majors
whose social skills have atrophied
from long hours of isolation from
other people and the sun. So, if
you’ve had trouble getting into the
dating game before, get ready to
find some of that much needed
confidence come this May.

SHAGGY

Strengths:

•

•
•
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Ancient elder
god with inconceivable
power
Has an equally
powerful dog
companion
Like, Zoinks,
Scoob

VS

Image via knowyourmeme.com

SHAPIRO

Facts

Strengths:

•

Uses Facts
and Logic

•

Doesn’t care
about your feelings

•

Can fly

Image via knowyourmeme.com

Winner: Ben Shapiro
Shaggy may be the single most powerful being in the universe, but he has finally met his match, because only Ben
Shapiro is capable of wielding the superior power of Facts and Logic. To further improve Ben Shapiro’s arsenal is the
fact that Facts don’t care about your feelings. Shaggy is powerful, but his feelings will be severely hurt by Shapiro’s
powerful Facts and Logic, which will result in his inevitable demise

FACT?

FICTION?

Facts don’t care about your feelings.

Neither do we!
Please Don’t Email Us:
thron-facts@hose-rulman.edu

All charts courtesy of Thadeosaurus Huge, Esq.

Sports
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RHIT SPORTS BOX SCORES

RHIT Men’s Tennis

RHIT Basketball

Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

RHIT Men’s Tennis started off their weekend by traveling to Defiance
to start conference play. On Saturday morning the RHIT Men’s Tennis team were victorious over the Defiance Yellow Jackets with a final
score of 9-0. The Engineers began by sweeping both double matches.
No. 1 doubles won 8-2, while No. 2 doubles won 8-0. The team then
carried the momentum right into single plays to win all five single’s
matches.

2018-19 Google Cloud Academic All-American
Ryuji Aoki was named 2018
-19 Google Cloud Academic
All-American for NCAA Division III basketball. There
are only 15 members chosen
to be on this team out of the
more than the 6,000 D-III
basketball players currently.
Aoki has cemented his legacy here at RHIT. He is the
HCAC all-time leader in free
-throw shooting with an accuracy of 92.3%. He is
ranked No.6 in 3-point field-goal shooting, and 17th
in 3-pointers made.

Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics

RHIT Track & Field
Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

The Track & Field event this weekend was cut short due to the weather, but
RHIT brought home four event victories against NCAA Division I Eastern
Illinois. Nick Palmer snatched first place with a pole vault of 15’ 1”, while
Jonah Yates secured first place in discus with a throw of 136’ 8”. Dara
Smith jumped to first place in the women’s high jump with a leap of 5’ 5”.
Kevin Wuest won the men’s 10,000 meter run with a time of 33:46..47.
Rose-Hulman will compete at the DePauw Invitational this weekend.

“We preach about team success to our players, but
one area that gives me joy to see our players achieve
individual accolades is the combination of academics and athletics. For Ryuji to be named an Academic
All-American, it is the highest honor a player can receive for their dedication and hard work both in the
classroom and on the court,” said Rose-Hulman head
coach Rusty Loyd. “In his three years at RoseHulman, he has been part of a conference championship team and been a leader amongst his teammates,
but work ethic and ability to succeed in all areas of
college life will truly be his legacy. Ryuji embodies all
the attributes of a Rose-Hulman student-athlete, and
I couldn’t be more happy for him to receive this distinction.”
In an interview earlier this week with The Japan
Times Aoki said, “I put a lot of effort into basketball
as well as my academics, my former high school
teammate, Jalen Brunson, who currently starts for
the Dallas Mavericks in the NBA, taught me that
what you do in the classroom reflects how you perform on the basketball court. He embraced that, and
I think I was able to do that as well. I am tremendously blessed to be recognized for my efforts. There
are many student-athletes that sacrifice and commit
a lot of time and energy to their schools in terms of
sports and academics, and I am proud to be recognized as one of those student-athletes.”

The RHIT Baseball & Softball games this weekend were
cancelled due to the unfortunate weather of snow at
the end of March in Indiana.
Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics

RHIT SPORTS SCHEDULES
Baseball

Softball

Men’s Tennis

Track & Field

April 6: vs. Manchester (Home)

April 2: vs. MacMurray (Home)

April 6: vs. Transylvania (Home)

April 6: DePauw Invitational

April 6: vs. Manchester (Home)

April 2: vs. MacMurray (Home)

April 6: vs. Webster (Home)

April 13: Indiana D-III Championship

April 6: vs. Defiance (Home)

April 9: @ Ohio Wesleyan

April 19: Rose-Hulman Twilight Meet

April 10: @ Wabash

April 26: HCAC Outdoor Championship

April 13: @ Manchester

April 27: HCAC Outdoor Championship

April 20: @ Hanover

May 3: Billy Hayes Invitational

April 20: @ Franklin

May 10: Harrison Dillard Twilight

April 7: @ Wabash
April 9: @ Earlham
April 9: @ Earlham

April 6: vs. Defiance(Home)
April 10: @ Franklin
April 10: @ Franklin

April 10: @ Chicago

April 12: @ Hanover

April 11: @ Dominican

April 12: @ Hanover

April 13: @ Transylvania

April 13: vs. Mt. St. Joseph (Home)

May 23: NCAA Outdoor Championship

April 13: @ Transylvania

April 13: vs. Mt. St. Joseph (Home)

May 24: NCAA Outdoor Championship

April 20: @ Transylvania

May 25: NCAA Outdoor Championship

April 14: @ Thomas More

April 20: @ Transylvania

Flipside
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WACKY STUDENT QUOTES Flynt announces candidacy for
VPAA

"Maybe water down the course a little? There was just so much
information in the last exam and for the final that I felt like I
was drowning.”
-A student in Dr. Cloutier’s class
(I’m drowning! More water, please)
“I don’t understand why it is so important to you that I put my
name on my exam!”
-A name in Dr. Nomedeplume’s class
(I know, right?)
“Her expectations make me want to crawl under a rock and live
there with my 100,000 dollars of students loands without a degree or job forever...”
- A student in Dr. Sangelkar’s class
(Careful what you wish for.)

With Dr. Hanne Outmann stepping down as Vice President of Academic Affairs (VPAA) to become the first female president of Harleam College, Hose-Rulman has begun its search for a new VPAA. Among those
tossing their names in the candidate pool is American publishing mogul
Larry Flynt.
Self-described as a "smut peddler who cares," Flynt is owner of a
half-billion dollar adult entertainment empire that includes magazines,
adult videos, entertainment clubs, and “novelty” shops. Flynt says he
would bring a “fresh new perspective” to the office of VPAA.
In particular, Flynt cites his decades-long experience managing the
nationwide Hustler Club franchise as making him a savvy people person.
“I’ve dealt with people from all walks of life in the most intimate of settings, and I have a knack for getting to the bare facts quickly.”

Flynt adds that his past success with legal battles would strategi“Why is it always salt in these tank problems? Why not something else, like cocaine?” cally position Hose-Rulman as a force to be reckoned with in potential
lawsuits. “We live in an increasingly litigious society and I have successful- A student in Dr. Claassen’s class ly won two Supreme Court cases, so at least I’ve got that under my belt.”
(One way to achieve a high GPA, I suppose)

Did your prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? Did you hear something amusing on your jaunt about the
fine halls of this institution? We want to hear about it! Send
your quotes with who said it to
thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu or fill out this nifty google
form: https://goo.gl/forms/bB339sx6GHohggYt1

1. Not using the required proprietary fonts
2. Using the required proprietary fonts without paying for
them
3. Not spacing the Hose-Rulman logo at least one “Ocenter” from other elements
4. Stretching the Hose-Rulman logo
5. Condensing the Hose-Rulman logo

Most importantly, Flynt sees himself as a prime candidate for
boosting name recognition and bolstering the financial state of the Institute.

“Hustler is one of the most recognized brands in the nation, especially among the eighteen to twenty-two year-old demographic that HoseRulman serves. I can even envision some synergistic activities, such as
launching a new entertainment complex in Terrible Hole, perhaps naming
it the Hoseler Club. It’s a cliché, but I really do believe that if you build it,
they will come.”
Flynt also believes he can leverage
his extensive business network to Hose’s
advantage. “For example, I know the endowment is a major concern. Well, I know
some very, very well endowed folks.”
Whether Hose-Rulman is ready to
embrace the kind of out of the box thinking
that Flynt represents is yet to be seen. It
doesn’t seem to bother him much, though.
“When people see that I get results, they
will warm up to me. Besides, I was made for
this. Vice President of Academic Affairs? I
have had an entire career centered around
vice and affairs
Photo by Glenn Francis of

6. Cutting up the Hose-Rulman logo into little pieces,
www.PacificProDigital.com
soaking it in vodka, and mixing it with Silly Putty before
Disclaimer
stomping on it and feeding it to an alley cat
7. Pairing red wine with white fish
8. Pairing white wine with red meat
9. Eating red meat or drinking red wine that isn’t PMS
7427
10.Including photos of students reading books
11. Allowing the delivery of meaningful content in eloquently crafted, grammatically correct, and typographical error-free narratives to overshadow our awesome
production values

THE –ICS ARE
COMING

Larry Flint

Okay, okay, I get it. Maybe I offended you just a little, but I do it because I like you. You know that, right? Good-natured ribbing and all
that. I don’t waste my time offending people I don’t like. You see, it
takes a lot of effort to come up with wisecracks and innuendos, especially ones specifically tailored to certain folks. I’m not doing that
for just anybody. And if it makes you feel any better, I am totally
planning on making my next milestone birthday party a roast, and
you’re invited! What’s more, we’re going blue! So low-brow that it’s
gonna’ be no-brow. I’m even willing to make my entrance on horseback for the sole purpose of setting you up for “…and the horse you
rode in on!”

added that each new Innovation Center will bear The Charles-Lundstrum Innovation Center
the name(s) of its benefactor(s).
(CLIC) for Mouse-Based Computing,
Despite the program having been announced just this morning, over a dozen alumni
have already earmarked funds for various new
centers. A partial list of new centers includes

The Cowan-Riley Innovation Center (CRIC) for
Waterway Restoration,
The Freud Innovation Center (FIC) for Psychoanalysis,
The Halley Innovation Center (HIC) for Rural
Studies,

On April 1, Hose-Rulman’s Institutional
Advancement Office announced a new program
that could potentially finance the creation of
sorely needed new academic and project space
on campus. With the recent renovation of the
Summallem Union, the addition of the BIC, and
most recently the KIC, however, the Advancement Office feels that it has tapped out its alumni base in terms of larger dollar donations. The
new program will therefore seek smaller donations from a larger number of alumni.
“The key is to target alumni with very
specific interests and then use their donations to
create smaller-sized Innovation Centers, but a
larger number of them,” says Bim Jertoli, Major
General Gifts Officer. “We envision a complex of
Innovation Centers built atop the existing BIC
and KIC using modular construction techniques.
Combining smaller size with modular construction methods will keep costs down and allow a
greater number of alumni to participate.” Jeroli

The Pricket Innovation Center (PIC) for Advanced Optics,
The Silvers Innovation Center (SIC) for Disease
Prevention,
The Stiles-Tipton Innovation Center (STIC) for
Adhesive Science,
The Thompson Innovation Center (TIC) for Parasite Control,
Concept art of the new Innovation Center

The Brown-Richards Innovation Center (BRIC)
for Construction Sciences,
The Kelsey-Williams Innovation Center (KWIK)
for Rapid Change in Engineering,
The Castor-Hutchinson Innovation Center
(CHIC) for the Advancement of Women in
STEM,

The Washburn Innovation Center (WIC) for Capillary Flow Studies, and
The Dugan Innovation Center (DIC) of Entrepreneurship.
“We’re supper stoked about all the new –
ICs,” says Beve Strady, Vice President of Institutional Advancement. “Hose-Rulman will soon be
one of the IC-iest campuses in the country.”

